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Horses take hold of our imaginations when they gallop across the plains whinnying into the wind.

But most of all, horses capture our hearts. And it's said they've done more to change human history

than any other domestic animal. John Green skillfully portrays the legendary grace and beauty of

this animal in a collection of 30 illustrations. Handsome equines â€” from Clydesdales to show

horses â€” are depicted in the wild and at work. Brief captions supplement an impressive panorama

of one of the world's best-loved and most highly prized animals.
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There is only one adjective I could use to describe this book---its simply wonderful.From the very

first time my younger daughter lay her eyes on this coloring book she simplyget excited to color all

the pages. All the horses in this book are beautifullydrawn. It makes her happy and busy all day

long. And you know she is asking for more ofthis kind of coloring book about horses. Congrats John

Green for such a good job!Horses: Kids book of fun facts & amazing pictures on animals in nature



Every Illustration is Breathtaking, horses galloping, trotting, rearing, and jumping with manes flowing

and tails waving. Full page sized horses including Thorough bred, Paint, Appaloosa, Clydesdale,

and even a pony. The effects you can get using different colored pencil techniques on these

pictures is amazing with the finished image worthy of framing.This is a favorite coloring book at my

house for all of my grandchildren and the adults. Even one of my 8 year old grandsons who never

wanted to color, spent a whole day coloring with crayola water color pencils in this book and one of

his pictures was so good I framed it for him. Of course I let him take the book home with him, along

with a box of pencils and today when he came to visit what did he do, he started coloring in this new

book the same pictures over again.1. 30 illustrations, printed on the front and back of 15 pages,

heavy weight paper, bright white, with illustrations outlined in black2. Perfect for colored pencils or

crayons3. Perfect for all ages over 3

Dover's "Wonderful World of Horses" is an extremely nice coloring book. It can be an excellent

choice for beginners; the pictures are not so detailed that little ones will have difficulty coloring them.

Printed on good quality paper, the pages are not flimsy, and markers will not bleed through - unless

a child holds the marker in one place for a long period of time.This coloring book contains nicely

drawn pictures of horses on every page. That has made Dover's "Wonderful World of Horses

Coloring Book" a hit with our grandson who loves "horsies." Unlike other Dover Coloring Books I

have purchased, "Wonderful World of Horses" has no brief paragraph at the bottom of the page

identifying the breed of horse along with a brief explanation of the breed's purpose. Adding this

helpful information for individuals, who are not familiar with the different breeds of horses and that

breed's purpose, would greatly enhance the educational value of the coloring book. Explanations

included in other Dover Coloring Books have raised my expectations with respect to their

products.Thank goodness for  and Dover Coloring Books! It is almost impossible to find coloring

books in the stores that are not devoted to princess-themed or movie spin-offs. If you are looking for

some nice quality coloring books, I urge you to look at Dover's "Wonderful World of Horses" and

other Dover coloring books available on .

This coloring book was given as a gift for Christmas last year. She loves horses and while the book

doesn't have too many pages, they are great pictures and she loved coloring them. Good gift for the

price for a horse lover who wants more realistic images than cartoony ones.



Great coloring book. Everyone will enjoy coloring these pictures. I am happy to see that the

smoother white paper is coming back to coloring books, so much smoother to color on.

Dover's "Wonderful World of Horses" is an extremely nice coloring book. It can be an excellent

choice for beginners; the pictures are not so detailed that little ones will have difficulty coloring them.

Printed on good quality paper, the pages are not flimsy, and markers will not bleed through - unless

a child holds the marker in one place for a long period of time.This coloring book contains nicely

drawn pictures of horses on every page. That has made Dover's "Wonderful World of Horses

Coloring Book" a hit with our grandson who loves "horsies." Unlike other Dover Coloring Books I

have purchased, "Wonderful World of Horses" has no brief paragraph at the bottom of the page

identifying the breed of horse along with a brief explanation of the breed's purpose. Adding this

helpful information for individuals, who are not familiar with the different breeds of horses and that

breed's purpose, would greatly enhance the educational value of the coloring book. Explanations

included in other Dover Coloring Books have raised my expectations with respect to their

products.Thank goodness for  and Dover Coloring Books! It is almost impossible to find coloring

books in the stores that are not devoted to princess-themed or movie spin-offs. If you are looking for

some nice quality coloring books, I urge you to look at Dover's "Wonderful World of Horses" and

other Dover coloring books available on .

Really enjoy this book. Already had on-line print outs of a couple of pages. 10 pages of 30 have

people included mostly riding. Much prefer pictures of only horses. Wish markings hadn't been

added as it restricts some coloring choices. Sidesaddle rider misidentified as dressage rider.

Several horses in the style of the "wild" one on the cover, those are my favorites. Great price and

much better than more expensive horse coloring books. Get a couple of these so you can do the

same picture with different color choices. These Dover Coloring Books are fun and bargain priced.
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